Abstract: Accurate spatial and temporal representation of precipitation is of utmost importance for hydrological applications. Uncertainties in available data sets increase with spatial resolution due to small-scale processes over complex terrain. As previous studies revealed high regional differences in the performance of gridded precipitation data sets, it is important to assess the related uncertainties at the catchment scale, where these data sets are typically applied, e.g., for hydrological modeling. In this study, the uncertainty of eight gridded precipitation data sets from various sources is investigated over an alpine catchment. A high resolution reference data set is constructed from station data and applied to quantify the contribution of spatial resolution to the overall uncertainty. While the results demonstrate that the data sets reasonably capture inter-annual variability, they show large seasonal differences. These increase for daily indicators assessing dry and wet spells as well as heavy precipitation. Although the higher resolution data sets, independent of their source, show a better agreement, the coarser data sets showed great potential especially in the representation of the overall climatology. To bridge the gaps in data scarce areas and to overcome the issues with observational data sets (e.g., undercatch and station density) it is important to include a variety of data sets and select an ensemble for a robust representation of catchment precipitation. However, the study highlights the importance of a thorough assessment and a careful selection of the data sets, which should be tailored to the desired application.
Introduction
Precipitation plays an important role in the hydrological cycle and is one of the most widely used climate variables [1, 2] . While there is a clear link between the amount, intensity, and distribution of precipitation to various processes in the ecosystem [3] , this relation is nonlinear, and heavy precipitation does not necessarily result in high river discharge [4, 5] . Additionally, the link of heavy precipitation and flood occurrence is challenging to assess and quantify [6] . Nevertheless, accurate assessment of precipitation is of utmost importance as it provides the meteorological input for hydrological and other impact models and studies. As precipitation varies greatly in space and time [7, 8] , gridded precipitation information in high temporal and spatial resolution is required. The need for such high-resolution data sets is crucial and not only limited to hydrological applications, but many other fields, such as evaluation of the performance of climate simulations and possible detection and adjustment of model biases. The need for high resolution is increased over areas with complex topography with high spatial variability [9] .
Available gridded precipitation datasets differ in their domain size, spatial and temporal resolution, and originate from different sources and methods. Usually, a trade-off between spatial regionally dependent and cannot be transferred to other catchments, but will give insights in local performance and uncertainties of precipitation data sets, especially over an alpine catchment.
Study Area
The focus of this study was the catchment of the Adige located in Northern Italy. The catchment, shown in Figure 1 , covers an area of 12,100 km 2 . The Adige River stretches over a length of 409 km from the Southern Alps to the Adriatic Sea, passing three Italian provinces.
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The focus of this study was the catchment of the Adige located in Northern Italy. The catchment, shown in Figure 1 , covers an area of 12,100 km 2 . The Adige River stretches over a length of 409 km from the Southern Alps to the Adriatic Sea, passing three Italian provinces. The area is characterized by a humid climate with annual mean precipitation ranging from 500 mm in the inner-Alpine dry areas, such as the Venosta valley [14, 35] , to 1600 mm. Precipitation distribution shows a pronounced summer peak and relatively dry winters [36] . An overview of the observed mean annual precipitation at the available stations is presented in Figure 2 . The area is characterized by strong elevation differences ranging from sea level to 3865 m, as presented in Figure  1 . The hydrology is characterized by snow and glacier melting in the spring months, and intense precipitation events in summer [36] . Discharge is used for irrigation of intensive agriculture -mainly fruit trees -and through various touristic activities. Additionally, 30 major reservoirs used for power generation are operated in the area, increasing pressure on ecosystems due to altered hydrology [37] . The area is characterized by a humid climate with annual mean precipitation ranging from 500 mm in the inner-Alpine dry areas, such as the Venosta valley [14, 35] , to 1600 mm. Precipitation distribution shows a pronounced summer peak and relatively dry winters [36] . An overview of the observed mean annual precipitation at the available stations is presented in Figure 2 . The area is characterized by strong elevation differences ranging from sea level to 3865 m, as presented in Figure 1 . The hydrology is characterized by snow and glacier melting in the spring months, and intense precipitation events in summer [36] . Discharge is used for irrigation of intensive agriculture -mainly fruit trees -and through various touristic activities. Additionally, 30 major reservoirs used for power generation are operated in the area, increasing pressure on ecosystems due to altered hydrology [37] . 
Data sets and Methods

Construction of the High-Resolution Reference Data Set
Daily precipitation data for the period 1989-2008 derived from gauge measurements was available over the catchment. The station network for the study area covers a total of 153 stations as presented in Figure 2 ; however the temporal and orographic coverage varies considerably. Apart from the temporal coverage, the spatial distribution also varies strongly throughout the area, as shown in Figure 2 . Most stations are located in the central to southern part of the catchment while especially the north-western part is sparsely covered. The southernmost part of the catchment is only covered by far away stations, as local stations were not available.
As the study aims in evaluating gridded precipitation products, the meteorological interpolation module of the hydrological model Water Flow and Balance Simulation Model (WaSiM, [38] ) was chosen for the construction of the precipitation grid with a spatial resolution of 1 km and daily time step. This procedure was selected as it is computationally efficient, and furthermore, the resulting data set will serve as meteorological forcing of this hydrological model in consecutive studies. Additionally, the module 'regional superposition' allows for overlaying and combining multiple interpolation methods over various areas to consider topographic effects and specifications of the catchment. In the following the selected method is briefly described, whereas for a detailed insight, it is referred to in the technical report [38] .
The precipitation at each grid cell was calculated based on the four nearest stations in respective quadrants, ideally on a regular grid. If no station was available in the respective quadrant, the scheme automatically switched to Inverse Distance Weighing (IDW), which is also widely used for interpolation of meteorological variables [39] [40] [41] , and can be helpful in areas with low station density [42] . For mountainous areas, elevation dependent regression was applied to account for topographic effects. Here, the inversion levels were calibrated to better represent the characteristics of the catchment. In this study, in a first step, bilinear interpolation and elevation dependent regression 
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Construction of the High-Resolution Reference Data Set
The precipitation at each grid cell was calculated based on the four nearest stations in respective quadrants, ideally on a regular grid. If no station was available in the respective quadrant, the scheme automatically switched to Inverse Distance Weighing (IDW), which is also widely used for interpolation of meteorological variables [39] [40] [41] , and can be helpful in areas with low station density [42] . For mountainous areas, elevation dependent regression was applied to account for topographic effects. Here, the inversion levels were calibrated to better represent the characteristics of the catchment. In this study, in a first step, bilinear interpolation and elevation dependent regression were applied separately over the entire catchment. In a second step, the regional superposition module was applied to combine both approaches. In this way topographic effects could be captured, but were not overestimated, and the inner-Alpine dry areas were better captured compared to exclusive elevation-dependent regression. Additionally, the residuals for the regression were calculated for various sub regions to achieve better performance, and a better representation of the observed fields. The final grid was constructed for the period 1989-2008, which represents the maximum temporal coverage of the analyzed gridded data products presented in Section 3.3. All analyses presented in this study refer to this time frame only. The grid will be referred to as ADG-1KGPR, representing the gridded precipitation over the Adige domain with a 1 km grid size.
Performance Validation of the Constructed Reference Grid
To assess the performance of the grid, a leave-one-out-cross-validation (LOOCV) approach was applied to allow for best-possible representation of the observed precipitation. Three main indicators were calculated to assess the performance of the interpolation method; The Percent Bias (PBIAS) assesses the tendency of the modeled data to exceed or underestimate the observed data in percent, hence the optimal value is zero. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) are two widely used indicators when it comes to model performance assessment in meteorology and other fields [43, 44] . Figure 3 shows the presented evaluation criteria at the precipitation gauges and their corresponding grid cells in the interpolated 1 km gridded result. Stations outside the catchment are left out of the analysis to avoid confusing results and just presented as empty circles in the figure. Figure 3a represents the MAE*, which is the MAE based on all dates for the period 1989-2008, whereas Figure 3b shows the MAE, which is based only on days with precipitation occurrence. Therefore MAE showed higher values as MAE*, as the absolute error at days with no or only low precipitation was relatively small. Figure 3c shows the RMSE, and in Figure 3d , the corresponding PBIAS is shown. Both mean RMSE and MAE show similar or better results as comparable studies over various study areas [40, 42, [44] [45] [46] . Figure 4 shows the monthly distribution of the four presented criteria. As expected, the course of the RMSE (Figure 4a ), MAE* (Figure 4c ), and MAE ( Figure 4d ) followed the distribution of monthly precipitation, with the maximum occurring in the summer and fall months resulting from convective and strong precipitation events. However, the highest spread and overestimation of PBIAS (Figure 4b ) was visible for the winter months, which are likely also the months with the highest uncertainty in the observations, due to higher undercatch of snow compared to liquid precipitation [24, 25] . were applied separately over the entire catchment. In a second step, the regional superposition module was applied to combine both approaches. In this way topographic effects could be captured, but were not overestimated, and the inner-Alpine dry areas were better captured compared to exclusive elevation-dependent regression. Additionally, the residuals for the regression were calculated for various sub regions to achieve better performance, and a better representation of the observed fields. The final grid was constructed for the period 1989-2008, which represents the maximum temporal coverage of the analyzed gridded data products presented in Section 3.3. All analyses presented in this study refer to this time frame only. The grid will be referred to as ADG-1KGPR, representing the gridded precipitation over the Adige domain with a 1 km grid size.
To assess the performance of the grid, a leave-one-out-cross-validation (LOOCV) approach was applied to allow for best-possible representation of the observed precipitation. Three main indicators were calculated to assess the performance of the interpolation method; The Percent Bias (PBIAS) assesses the tendency of the modeled data to exceed or underestimate the observed data in percent, hence the optimal value is zero. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) are two widely used indicators when it comes to model performance assessment in meteorology and other fields [43, 44] . Figure 3 shows the presented evaluation criteria at the precipitation gauges and their corresponding grid cells in the interpolated 1km gridded result. Stations outside the catchment are left out of the analysis to avoid confusing results and just presented as empty circles in the figure. Figure 3a represents the MAE*, which is the MAE based on all dates for the period 1989-2008, whereas Figure 3b shows the MAE, which is based only on days with precipitation occurrence. Therefore MAE showed higher values as MAE*, as the absolute error at days with no or only low precipitation was relatively small. Figure 3c shows the RMSE, and in Figure  3d , the corresponding PBIAS is shown. Both mean RMSE and MAE show similar or better results as comparable studies over various study areas [40, 42, [44] [45] [46] . Figure 4 shows the monthly distribution of the four presented criteria. As expected, the course of the RMSE (Figure 4a ), MAE* (Figure 4c ), and MAE ( Figure 4d ) followed the distribution of monthly precipitation, with the maximum occurring in the summer and fall months resulting from convective and strong precipitation events. However, the highest spread and overestimation of PBIAS ( Figure  4b ) was visible for the winter months, which are likely also the months with the highest uncertainty in the observations, due to higher undercatch of snow compared to liquid precipitation [24, 25] . 
Available Precipitation Data Sets
In the following section, the available precipitation data sets included in this study are briefly introduced. Table 1 gives a short overview over the data sets and their horizontal resolution, as well as the covered time period. The main criteria for the selection of data sets were daily resolution and 
In the following section, the available precipitation data sets included in this study are briefly introduced. Table 1 gives a short overview over the data sets and their horizontal resolution, as well as the covered time period. The main criteria for the selection of data sets were daily resolution and a temporal coverage, at least for the 20-year period (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) . For this reason, any monthly data sets or daily data sets with a shorter temporal coverage, or a starting date late than 1989, were not included here. The starting and end date were determined to find the maximum overlap for the selected data sets. The horizontal resolution of the included gridded products varied from a 5 km grid to 1 • × 1 • (~125 km) spacing. Coarser grids, such as the global 20th Century Reanalysis [10] and the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis [16] data set, were not included due to the relatively small catchment area and the respective coverage of these global data sets. Data sets with a shorter time period available due to a later starting date, such as the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multisatellite Precipitation Analysis [47] , the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Morphing Technique (CMORPH) [48] and the Global Precipitation Measurement Mission (GPM) [49] , were also not included in this study. This led to a selection of eight data sets, as presented in Table 1 , which are either interpolated products from station observations, derived from satellite or reanalysis data sets. The data products are shortly introduced in the following, while for detailed information it is referred to the respective publications.
Three observational data sets are included in this study: the Alpine Gridded Data Set (EURO4m-APGD), derived through the EURO4m project [14] , the E-OBS data set in version 11 provided through the European Climate Assessment and Dataset (ECA&D), and derived within the ENSEMBLES project [20] , as well as the Full Data Daily Product from the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC-FDD) provided through the DWD [12] . The EURO4m-APGD was derived from numerous observation stations from various national observatories, and covers the greater Alpine area for the time period 1971-2008. With a 5 km grid size, this data set represents the highest resolution observational data product available for this area so far. The E-OBS data set is widely used in various studies and based on selected observation stations that provide a long data record and ensured quality control. Therefore, less stations are included compared to the EURO4m-APGD [50] ; however, the E-OBS data set covers the time period 1951-2015 (and updates are ongoing), with a daily resolution on a 25 km grid over Europe [20] . GPCC-FDD provides precipitation information from station data on a 1.0 • grid for the time period 1988-2013. While GPCC offers a multitude of precipitation data sets, the FDD is recommended for daily analysis with focus on extremes and was therefore selected for this study. The GPCC-FDD includes similar stations compared to E-OBS for the interpolation, as indicated by the corresponding variable in the data set.
Four reanalysis products are included in this study, which are available at various resolutions. While most reanalysis data sets assimilate precipitation in some way, are not affected by system changes, temporal and spatial coverage of the observations and undercatch are problematic [51] . The reanalysis data set with the highest horizontal resolution is the MESAN downscaling product on a~5 km grid. MESAN is derived through the downscaling of HIRLAM 0.2 • forecasts, and assimilates observed precipitation from rain gauge data [15] . Additionally, the Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA-2), provided through the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) which shows considerable improvements over Version 1 [52] with an improved assimilation scheme, was included. In MERRA-2, observed precipitation was used as forcing for the parameterization of the land surface. The data set offers global coverage and starts in 1980, while updates are still ongoing [53] , with a horizontal resolution of~50 km. The two coarsest reanalysis data sets in this study are provided through the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). First, the ERA-Interim global reanalysis at a resolution of approximately 80 km (0.75 • ) and second, the Reanalysis for the 20th Century (ERA-20C) [54] , were chosen. ERA-Interim assimilates various observations from multiple sources in a 12 hr cycle [11] , while ERA-20C only assimilates surface and mean sea level pressures and marine winds [55] . Similar to [21] the coarse data sets are not expected to perfectly reproduce the daily precipitation over a complex medium sized catchment. However ERA-Interim is widely used as meteorological forcing for hydrological models in data scarce regions, making this an important data set to include. Especially for the long time period covered, it is also worth including the ERA-20C, since this data set would allow simulations starting in 1900. Additionally, it is interesting to see how this data set, which does not assimilate many observations, performs on the catchment scale. The only remotely sensed data product included was the bias-corrected version of the multi-satellite Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural Networks (PERSIANN) specified as PERSIANN-CDR (Climate Data Record). PERSIANN uses infrared brightness temperature derived from geostationary satellite information to estimate the rainfall rate [19] . To reduce the biases in the so-derived precipitation but keep the spatial and temporal patterns at 0.25 • resolution, the 2.5 • monthly data set by the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) [56] is applied for correction.
It is important to note that most data sets are not independent from each other, as most of them include the same station observations directly, or assimilate them in some way. This is however, a common problem in comparison studies, and cannot be avoided.
Remapping of the Reference Grid
When comparing spatial data sets, a common grid has to be defined to perform the analysis. The highest spatial resolution possible for a comparison is defined by the selected reference grid, and was thus 1 km in this study. This approach however favors higher resolution data sets, as the coarser grids are not able to resolve the fine-scale processes [3] . A second possibility is to perform the comparison at multiple defined resolutions that correspond to meaningful data sets, e.g., the highest resolution and a medium range resolution, as done in some studies [21, 50] . Lastly, the comparison can be conducted on the coarser grid, which provides a fair comparison for the coarser grids; however small scale information are lost, which might not be desirable [3] .
In this study, a combination of the first and the latter approaches was chosen. A conservative remapping of the reference grid to the resolution of each of the gridded data sets was conducted. The direct evaluation of each data set hence was carried out on the corresponding, coarser grid of each data set. All data sets were then disaggregated to the highest resolution of 1 km to account for the catchment delineations, the number of grid cells, and the correct areal weights for coarser grid cells, where only a small percentage of the grid cell might be within the catchment. Obviously, the coarser data sets had a lower effective resolution, and could not represent the topography at the detailed 1 km resolution. However, there was no additional source of uncertainty introduced through this disaggregation, but rather already captured within the uncertainties of the data sets. Nevertheless, the inter-comparison of the data sets was at a higher resolution and penalized the coarser data sets. This approach was chosen, as the performance should be evaluated on catchment scale with respect to hydrological modeling, which will likely be carried out at even higher resolution.
Results
In the following, the results of the comparison are presented, starting with a generic section on the climatological performance of mean precipitation at various time scales. The following subsection then introduces some indicators for a more detailed comparison based on daily precipitation. The uncertainty introduced by elevation only is evaluated in the last section.
Mean Precipitation
The mean annual precipitation over the Adige catchment for all data sets included in this study is presented in Figure 5 , as well as the ensemble mean, derived from all data sets. There was a considerable spread in the catchment mean of 350 mm·y −1 identifiable in the ensemble, corresponding to 35% of the ensemble mean annual precipitation. The highest mean annual precipitation was found in ERA-Interim (1196 mm) and PERSIANN-CDR (1140 mm), while E-OBS (847 mm) and MESAN (868 mm) showed the lowest annual mean precipitation sums. The general inner-alpine dry valleys were present in the high resolution data sets EURO4m-APGD and MESAN, although the extent and the magnitude are overestimated in the latter. These dryer areas were also reproduced by the E-OBS data set; however, there was a strong North-South gradient with lower precipitation in the South. The coarser data sets were not able to reproduce these small scale dry areas, which was not surprising. 
The mean annual precipitation over the Adige catchment for all data sets included in this study is presented in Figure 5 , as well as the ensemble mean, derived from all data sets. There was a considerable spread in the catchment mean of 350 mm·y −1 identifiable in the ensemble, corresponding to 35% of the ensemble mean annual precipitation. The highest mean annual precipitation was found in ERA-Interim (1196 mm) and PERSIANN-CDR (1140 mm), while E-OBS (847 mm) and MESAN (868 mm) showed the lowest annual mean precipitation sums. The general inner-alpine dry valleys were present in the high resolution data sets EURO4m-APGD and MESAN, although the extent and the magnitude are overestimated in the latter. These dryer areas were also reproduced by the E-OBS data set; however, there was a strong North-South gradient with lower precipitation in the South. The coarser data sets were not able to reproduce these small scale dry areas, which was not surprising. To evaluate the temporal representation and variability of the mean catchment precipitation, Figure 6 shows Taylor diagrams [57] based on daily (a), monthly (b), and annual (c) catchment precipitation of the gridded data sets (circles) and the corresponding aggregated reference grid (triangles) with respect to the reference grid (grey triangle). Dashed lines display the correlation of the evaluated data sets compared to their corresponding reference grid, green arcs the RMSE, and blue, dashed arcs display the standard deviation of each grid. Best agreement, measured by correlation, for both, aggregated reference grids and the evaluated data sets, is given for monthly data. All data sets captured the monthly precipitation reasonably well, with correlation coefficients between 0.8 and 0.95. As expected, daily correlations were considerably lower, with no data set showing correlation greater than 0.8, and overall lower correlations for annual precipitation (with the exception of EURO4m-APGD and MERRA-2). Inter-annual variability, here, simply the standard deviation of the annual precipitation, was represented very well in E-OBS, MESAN, ERA-20C and To evaluate the temporal representation and variability of the mean catchment precipitation, Figure 6 shows Taylor diagrams [57] based on daily (a), monthly (b), and annual (c) catchment precipitation of the gridded data sets (circles) and the corresponding aggregated reference grid (triangles) with respect to the reference grid (grey triangle). Dashed lines display the correlation of the evaluated data sets compared to their corresponding reference grid, green arcs the RMSE, and blue, dashed arcs display the standard deviation of each grid. Best agreement, measured by correlation, for both, aggregated reference grids and the evaluated data sets, is given for monthly data. All data sets captured the monthly precipitation reasonably well, with correlation coefficients between 0.8 and 0.95. As expected, daily correlations were considerably lower, with no data set showing correlation greater than 0.8, and overall lower correlations for annual precipitation (with the exception of EURO4m-APGD and MERRA-2). Inter-annual variability, here, simply the standard deviation of the annual precipitation, was represented very well in E-OBS, MESAN, ERA-20C and EURO4m-APGD, while the other data sets underestimated the variability considerably. The ranking for RMSE varied depending on the time scale; however, EURO4m-APGD, MERRA-2 and ERA-20C showed comparatively low errors for all three time scales, while MESAN showed higher errors for annual precipitation. The triangles in the Taylor Diagrams show the effect introduced purely by the spatial resolution and the different grids of the included data sets. They were all derived through aggregation of the ADG-1KGPR to the corresponding coarser grid. As expected, they all showed very high correlations (>0.95) and low RMSE compared to the reference grid at 1 km resolution. spatial resolution and the different grids of the included data sets. They were all derived through aggregation of the ADG-1KGPR to the corresponding coarser grid. As expected, they all showed very high correlations (>0.95) and low RMSE compared to the reference grid at 1 km resolution. Boxplots for mean monthly precipitation over the catchment are presented in Figure 7 . In contrary to Figure 6 , the spread within each data set comes from the spatial variability within the long-term monthly mean precipitation over the catchment, derived from grids similar to the annual precipitation sums presented in Figure 5 . Darker grey boxplot (first in each month) correspond to the reference grid, colored boxplot to the evaluated data sets and the shaded grey boxplots to each corresponding aggregated reference grid. The latter represent the uncertainty that purely comes from the spatial resolution, as they are conservatively remapped as described in Section 3. Throughout all months, this results in less variability, hence shorter boxplots, with a tendency towards decreasing median precipitation for all months with increasing spatial resolution.
In general, the annual precipitation cycle was captured by all data sets; however, there were distinct differences for the individual data sets and months. The annual cycle was more pronounced in the EMCWF reanalysis products ERA-Interim (dark blue) and ERA-20C (green), and considerably less pronounced in PERSIANN-CDR (yellow). The latter showed an overestimation in winter precipitation of up to 100%. This was caused by the overestimation of precipitation due to cold clouds, where the algorithm for PERSIANN was less accurate [19, 28] and was less pronounced in summer. ERA-20C and especially ERA-Interim considerably overestimated summer precipitation, also compared to other reanalysis data sets included in the study. This was important to point out, as precipitation undercatch and the underrepresentation of high-elevation gauges potentially led to an underestimation of precipitation in the observational data sets. Similar to the results presented in Figure 5 , E-OBS (dark red) produced a larger spread for monthly precipitation throughout the year, resulting from very high precipitation in the northern, alpine part of the catchment, and very low precipitation in the central and southern parts. This also led to an underestimation of summer precipitation in this data set. All data sets derived from observations agreed for most months, and represent similar magnitudes, which was not too surprising, as they were not independent from each other, and several stations were included in all these data sets. Additionally, the high-resolution data Boxplots for mean monthly precipitation over the catchment are presented in Figure 7 . In contrary to Figure 6 , the spread within each data set comes from the spatial variability within the long-term monthly mean precipitation over the catchment, derived from grids similar to the annual precipitation sums presented in Figure 5 . Darker grey boxplot (first in each month) correspond to the reference grid, colored boxplot to the evaluated data sets and the shaded grey boxplots to each corresponding aggregated reference grid. The latter represent the uncertainty that purely comes from the spatial resolution, as they are conservatively remapped as described in Section 3. Throughout all months, this results in less variability, hence shorter boxplots, with a tendency towards decreasing median precipitation for all months with increasing spatial resolution.
In general, the annual precipitation cycle was captured by all data sets; however, there were distinct differences for the individual data sets and months. The annual cycle was more pronounced in the EMCWF reanalysis products ERA-Interim (dark blue) and ERA-20C (green), and considerably less pronounced in PERSIANN-CDR (yellow). The latter showed an overestimation in winter precipitation of up to 100%. This was caused by the overestimation of precipitation due to cold clouds, where the algorithm for PERSIANN was less accurate [19, 28] and was less pronounced in summer. ERA-20C and especially ERA-Interim considerably overestimated summer precipitation, also compared to other reanalysis data sets included in the study. This was important to point out, as precipitation undercatch and the underrepresentation of high-elevation gauges potentially led to an underestimation of precipitation in the observational data sets. Similar to the results presented in Figure 5 , E-OBS (dark red) produced a larger spread for monthly precipitation throughout the year, resulting from very high precipitation in the northern, alpine part of the catchment, and very low precipitation in the central and southern parts. This also led to an underestimation of summer precipitation in this data set. All data sets derived from observations agreed for most months, and represent similar magnitudes, which was not too surprising, as they were not independent from each other, and several stations were included in all these data sets. Additionally, the high-resolution data sets better represented the annual cycle and the precipitation magnitudes compared to the other data sets.
The presented differences in monthly precipitation would likely have strong implications for hydrological impact modeling. The presented overestimation in winter for PERSIANN-CDR would likely lead to greater snow pack accumulation, resulting in higher discharge from snow melt in spring. The overestimation in summer in the ERA-Interim and ERA-20C data sets might lead to higher soil moisture in summer, and consequently increased discharge and higher sensitivity to strong precipitation events with respect to flood events. higher soil moisture in summer, and consequently increased discharge and higher sensitivity to strong precipitation events with respect to flood events. 
Comparison of Hydrologically Important Indicators
To further assess the differences in the data sets, three additional indicators addressing extreme precipitation were derived to estimate the implications for hydrology. These indicators were the maximum number of consecutive days with precipitation <1 mm (CDD, numbers of days), the maximum number of consecutive days with precipitation >1 mm (CWD, numbers of days) [58] , and the contribution of heavy precipitation (>95th percentile) to the annual precipitation (R95pTOT, in %) [59] . These were selected, as they provided insights in the performance of the data sets for heavy precipitation, as well as the timing and distribution of precipitation and wet/dry days. All of these indicators are based on daily precipitation. Figure 8 shows the deviations in CDD for the period 1989-2008 for all selected data sets compared to the corresponding remapped reference grid. The upper panel shows the absolute amount for the reference grid, as well as the ensemble mean. To indicate the spread and the uncertainty within the ensemble, the standard deviation is presented in the top right. This reveals a larger spread, i.e., higher uncertainties, in the central part of the catchment, which is generally characterized by a higher number of consecutive dry days compared to the alpine northern area. The high resolution data sets tend to better represent CDD, whereas the coarser data sets considerably underestimate these. This can be at least partly attributed to the horizontal resolution and smoothed 
To further assess the differences in the data sets, three additional indicators addressing extreme precipitation were derived to estimate the implications for hydrology. These indicators were the maximum number of consecutive days with precipitation <1 mm (CDD, numbers of days), the maximum number of consecutive days with precipitation >1 mm (CWD, numbers of days) [58] , and the contribution of heavy precipitation (>95th percentile) to the annual precipitation (R95pTOT, in %) [59] . These were selected, as they provided insights in the performance of the data sets for heavy precipitation, as well as the timing and distribution of precipitation and wet/dry days. All of these indicators are based on daily precipitation. Figure 8 shows the deviations in CDD for the period 1989-2008 for all selected data sets compared to the corresponding remapped reference grid. The upper panel shows the absolute amount for the reference grid, as well as the ensemble mean. To indicate the spread and the uncertainty within the ensemble, the standard deviation is presented in the top right. This reveals a larger spread, i.e., higher uncertainties, in the central part of the catchment, which is generally characterized by a higher number of consecutive dry days compared to the alpine northern area. The high resolution data sets tend to better represent CDD, whereas the coarser data sets considerably underestimate these. This can be at least partly attributed to the horizontal resolution and smoothed orography, as the aggregated reference grids are based on a 1 km grid and are not interpolated to the respective resolution. The highest underestimation can be found in PERSIANN-CDR (−65 days for the catchment mean), which can be attributed to the less accurate algorithm for cold clouds already mentioned, that overestimates precipitation on cloud covered days especially in winter. The strong underestimation in the ERA-Interim (−32 days) data can not only be attributed to horizontal resolution, as the coarser ERA-20C and GPCC-FDD show a better representation of CDD, but is rather caused by the general overestimation in the frequency of low precipitation days. This was confirmed through the maximum number of consecutive wet days (CWD), i.e., days with precipitation >1 mm, presented in Figure 9 in the same way as described for CDD. In general, there is higher agreement throughout the different data sets with the reference grid. The model spread, shown as standard deviation in the top right, was more homogenous than for CDD. Additionally, the data sets agree more, resulting in a smaller spread, i.e., standard deviation of seven compared to 23 days (for CDD). In contrary to CDD, there was no evidence that high resolution data This was confirmed through the maximum number of consecutive wet days (CWD), i.e., days with precipitation >1 mm, presented in Figure 9 in the same way as described for CDD. In general, there is higher agreement throughout the different data sets with the reference grid. The model spread, shown as standard deviation in the top right, was more homogenous than for CDD. Additionally, the data sets agree more, resulting in a smaller spread, i.e., standard deviation of seven compared to 23 days (for CDD). In contrary to CDD, there was no evidence that high resolution data sets perform better, as the coarsest grids, ERA-20C and GPCC-FDD both showed very low deviations from the corresponding reference grid. The highest deviations were found in the MERRA-2 and ERA-Interim reanalysis for the northern part of the catchment through orographic precipitation. These data sets overestimated the mean CWD by 11 days (MERRA-2) and by nine days (ERA-Interim). PERSIANN-CDR also showed a slight overestimation, mostly for the central area of the catchment. However, as for CDD, the data sets derived from observations showed less deviations to the reference data set compared to the reanalysis products, with the exception of the coarse ERA-20C. data sets overestimated the mean CWD by 11 days (MERRA-2) and by nine days (ERA-Interim). PERSIANN-CDR also showed a slight overestimation, mostly for the central area of the catchment. However, as for CDD, the data sets derived from observations showed less deviations to the reference data set compared to the reanalysis products, with the exception of the coarse ERA-20C. To assess the representation of heavy precipitation events in the data sets, the percent contribution of precipitation from heavy precipitation days, i.e., greater than the 95th percentile, to the total annual precipitation (R95pTOT) is presented in Figure 10 . As expected, the coarser data sets tended to reproduce lower values, meaning a lower contribution of heavy precipitation days to the annual precipitation. The high resolution data sets again agreed best with the reference grid, although MESAN showed more homogenous patterns as the EURO4m-APGD and the reference grid, To assess the representation of heavy precipitation events in the data sets, the percent contribution of precipitation from heavy precipitation days, i.e., greater than the 95th percentile, to the total annual precipitation (R95pTOT) is presented in Figure 10 . As expected, the coarser data sets tended to reproduce lower values, meaning a lower contribution of heavy precipitation days to the annual precipitation. The high resolution data sets again agreed best with the reference grid, although MESAN showed more homogenous patterns as the EURO4m-APGD and the reference grid, originating from the downscaling of the HIRLAM results. A strong underestimation was present for E-OBS, PERSIANN-CDR, ERA-Interim and ERA-20C. For ERA-Interim there was a known error reported by the ECMWF with the representation of convective events. The convective available potential energy (CAPE) was zero in the data set for the afternoon time steps where most convective events occur. Despite the coarse resolution, MERRA-2 represented the contribution of heavy precipitation well, though it missed out the north-eastern part of the area with a considerably lower share due to the horizontal resolution. In the GPCC data set R95pTOT, the northern part was better reproduced compared to the coarse EMCWF grids; however, the southern part showed lower R95pTOT. This originated from the very low station density in the GPCC-FDD data set in the southern part, with only one station per grid cell, according to the respective variable in the data set. events occur. Despite the coarse resolution, MERRA-2 represented the contribution of heavy precipitation well, though it missed out the north-eastern part of the area with a considerably lower share due to the horizontal resolution. In the GPCC data set R95pTOT, the northern part was better reproduced compared to the coarse EMCWF grids; however, the southern part showed lower R95pTOT. This originated from the very low station density in the GPCC-FDD data set in the southern part, with only one station per grid cell, according to the respective variable in the data set. Figure 10 . Contribution of heavy precipitation (>95th percentile) to annual precipitation in % (R95pTOT) for the reference grid and the selected data sets.
Uncertainties and Recommendation
To estimate the relative contribution of spatial resolution compared to the uncertainty introduced by the data sets themselves, the coefficient of variation (CV) is presented. CV is defined as the standard deviation normalized by the mean and given in percent. The data sets were remapped to the corresponding grids of all data sets included and the climatological monthly catchment Figure 10 . Contribution of heavy precipitation (>95th percentile) to annual precipitation in % (R95pTOT) for the reference grid and the selected data sets.
To estimate the relative contribution of spatial resolution compared to the uncertainty introduced by the data sets themselves, the coefficient of variation (CV) is presented. CV is defined as the standard deviation normalized by the mean and given in percent. The data sets were remapped to the corresponding grids of all data sets included and the climatological monthly catchment precipitation was presented at each resolution. These were then compared to the CV derived from the data sets at their native resolution, which were grouped in observational (blue) and reanalysis (red) data sets. PERSIANN-CDR was excluded from this analysis, as it was the only remote sensing data set in the study. Figure 11 shows boxplots for the CV introduced through spatial resolution only, while the red and blue squares correspond to the mean CV in the reanalysis and observation data sets. The CV introduced through elevation only, was derived by remapping each data set to the grids of the other data sets, and calculating CV separately per data set. The variation shown as boxplots hence stems only from the effect of different resolutions and does not include uncertainty through the data sets themselves. The CV shown in red and blue in contrary are based on the variation derived from the data sets at their individual grids, which also includes uncertainty originating from the different resolutions. With the exception of January and March, the uncertainty introduced by the source of the data sets exceeded the contribution of the grid resolution. The relative variability from spatial resolution was higher for the winter months, where the observational data sets also showed greater variability as the reanalysis data sets. (red) data sets. PERSIANN-CDR was excluded from this analysis, as it was the only remote sensing data set in the study. Figure 11 shows boxplots for the CV introduced through spatial resolution only, while the red and blue squares correspond to the mean CV in the reanalysis and observation data sets. The CV introduced through elevation only, was derived by remapping each data set to the grids of the other data sets, and calculating CV separately per data set. The variation shown as boxplots hence stems only from the effect of different resolutions and does not include uncertainty through the data sets themselves. The CV shown in red and blue in contrary are based on the variation derived from the data sets at their individual grids, which also includes uncertainty originating from the different resolutions. With the exception of January and March, the uncertainty introduced by the source of the data sets exceeded the contribution of the grid resolution. The relative variability from spatial resolution was higher for the winter months, where the observational data sets also showed greater variability as the reanalysis data sets. Figure 11 . Coefficient of Variation (CV) with respect to the source of the data sets for observational grids (blue) and reanalysis data sets (red), compared to CV introduced only by elevation (boxplots, black).
As presented, there was a considerable spread within the available precipitation data sets. To cover most of the uncertainty and benefit from the strength of each selected data set, similar to climate change impact assessment studies, an ensemble approach is recommended to serve as a reference [50] . However, based on the presented indicators, three of the presented data sets were not able to represent the precipitation conditions in the catchment. This conclusion can be drawn based on the comparison to the reference grid, as well as with respect to the other data sets. As also suggested in previous studies [51] the corresponding data set were excluded from the ensemble in this study. This was not done to reduce the overall spread, but rather based on a thorough selection process, as the resulting differences in the data sets were not introduced to different methods or sources of the data sets, but rather bad performance and limited applicability of these data sets over the study area. Therefore, PERSIANN-CDR was excluded, due to the systematic overestimation of precipitation in the winter months, and the considerably underestimation of CDD. Similarly, ERA-Interim and ERA-20C were excluded, as they overestimated summer precipitation and produced too few consecutive dry days and were additionally, due to their coarse resolution, not able to perform well for heavy precipitation (R95pTOT). As the remaining data sets did not show considerable deviations from both the reference and the ensemble mean, they were included to derive the ensemble reference grid presented in Figure 12 for the presented indicators. The mean annual precipitation (Figure 12a ) represented small-scale features such as the dry Venosta valley in the north-western part of the catchment, as well as the higher precipitation over the alpine north-eastern part. This was not as pronounced in the reference data set, possibly through low station density, but identifiable in most other gridded data sets. R95pTOT, presented in Figure 12b , follows the patterns of the high resolution data sets, however, with less artifacts introduced through interpolation as for the reference grid, the Figure 11 . Coefficient of Variation (CV) with respect to the source of the data sets for observational grids (blue) and reanalysis data sets (red), compared to CV introduced only by elevation (boxplots, black).
As presented, there was a considerable spread within the available precipitation data sets. To cover most of the uncertainty and benefit from the strength of each selected data set, similar to climate change impact assessment studies, an ensemble approach is recommended to serve as a reference [50] . However, based on the presented indicators, three of the presented data sets were not able to represent the precipitation conditions in the catchment. This conclusion can be drawn based on the comparison to the reference grid, as well as with respect to the other data sets. As also suggested in previous studies [51] the corresponding data set were excluded from the ensemble in this study. This was not done to reduce the overall spread, but rather based on a thorough selection process, as the resulting differences in the data sets were not introduced to different methods or sources of the data sets, but rather bad performance and limited applicability of these data sets over the study area. Therefore, PERSIANN-CDR was excluded, due to the systematic overestimation of precipitation in the winter months, and the considerably underestimation of CDD. Similarly, ERA-Interim and ERA-20C were excluded, as they overestimated summer precipitation and produced too few consecutive dry days and were additionally, due to their coarse resolution, not able to perform well for heavy precipitation (R95pTOT). As the remaining data sets did not show considerable deviations from both the reference and the ensemble mean, they were included to derive the ensemble reference grid presented in Figure 12 for the presented indicators. The mean annual precipitation (Figure 12a ) represented small-scale features such as the dry Venosta valley in the north-western part of the catchment, as well as the higher precipitation over the alpine north-eastern part. This was not as pronounced in the reference data set, possibly through low station density, but identifiable in most other gridded data sets. R95pTOT, presented in Figure 12b , follows the patterns of the high resolution data sets, however, with less artifacts introduced through interpolation as for the reference grid, the stations were highly visible in the corresponding R95pTOT. However, the absolute range of R95pTOT was only about two-thirds compared to the reference grid. The maximum number of consecutive dry days ( Figure 12c ) followed the reference grid; the grid structure of the E-OBS grid was clearly visible, resulting in very sharp and unrealistic boundaries. These were less pronounced for consecutive wet days (Figure 12d) where the higher number of CWD in the north east was dominated by the reanalysis data sets, which showed a higher number of consecutive wet days in this area. days (Figure 12d) where the higher number of CWD in the north east was dominated by the reanalysis data sets, which showed a higher number of consecutive wet days in this area. 
Discussion
The presented differences in available precipitation data products highlight the need to take into account the uncertainties related to finding the real reference precipitation. This becomes crucial when data sets are applied to calibrate and validate hydrological models, or are chosen to select a subset or bias correct climate models. Therefore, the uncertainties and differences within the ensemble of available daily, gridded precipitation data products have to be evaluated on the catchment scale. In this study, the uncertainty of gridded precipitation data sets, from various sources and derived through different methods, was investigated over an alpine catchment. It has to be pointed out that findings over this area do not allow for a performance assessment of the presented data sets in general. Whereas the data sets show similar annual precipitation sums and a good 
The presented differences in available precipitation data products highlight the need to take into account the uncertainties related to finding the real reference precipitation. This becomes crucial when data sets are applied to calibrate and validate hydrological models, or are chosen to select a subset or bias correct climate models. Therefore, the uncertainties and differences within the ensemble of available daily, gridded precipitation data products have to be evaluated on the catchment scale. In this study, the uncertainty of gridded precipitation data sets, from various sources and derived through different methods, was investigated over an alpine catchment. It has to be pointed out that findings over this area do not allow for a performance assessment of the presented data sets in general. Whereas the data sets show similar annual precipitation sums and a good representation of the inter-annual variability, i.e., standard deviation, they show clear differences on daily time scale. Although all data sets capture the annual cycle of precipitation, they show large differences in the magnitudes, up to 100% in some months for mean catchment precipitation. This confirms the results presented by previous studies over Europe [50] and the alpine region [21] also on a catchment scale. This study confirms the limitations of the satellite precipitation product PERSIANN-CDR, which led to a systematic overestimation of precipitation, especially in winter, likely due to non-raining clouds where the algorithm performs worse than for e.g., warm tropical convective systems [19] . This overestimation, especially in winter was, also identified over most of Europe in general [50] . Increased precipitation in winter will likely result in a larger snow pack that will influence the peaks in discharge for the spring months, due to snow melt. The slight overestimation of summer precipitation by PERSIANN-CDR confirms recent findings for the PERSIANN data product with respect to convective events and better agreement in fall, where precipitation is dominated by stratiform systems [32] . However, the bias-corrected CDR applied in this study improved the PERSIANN data set considerably, as the overestimation was not as pronounced in this study over the same region. Clear outliers in the summer months were the two reanalysis data sets from EMCWF, especially ERA-Interim, which confirms the findings in the studies mentioned. Similar to the results presented for the comparison with station data [60] , there is a higher agreement between reanalysis data sets and observational data sets in winter. This can be confirmed also by the lower coefficients of variation in the winter months for both groups of data sets. Differences in the performance of the observational data sets is strongly linked to station density [2] , which is extremely low in the E-OBS data set [21] and, especially for the southern part of the catchment, also for GPCC-FDD. This leads to underestimated precipitation for E-OBS in annual, as well as seasonal (summer), precipitation and an increased number of consecutive dry days for the southern parts.
One source of uncertainty in the different data sets is the spatial resolution. As expected, the high resolution data sets generally better represent the regional or local patterns for both mean precipitation, as well as for several indicators such as consecutive dry and wet days, and the contribution of heavy precipitation to the annual precipitation. Nevertheless, this is not dependent on the source of the data set, as higher resolution reanalysis show similar patterns to the reference grid, such as dry areas and areas where heavy precipitation has a higher share in the annual precipitation. However, the reanalysis data sets included in this study show less consecutive dry days and more consecutive wet days compared to the observational data sets. To evaluate the effect of different resolutions on the model spread, the coefficient of variation was selected to estimate the relative contribution of the spatial resolution. The spread originating from spatial resolution is considerably lower, and generally dominated by the model spread. This is crucial, as it highlights the applicability also of coarser data sets on the catchment scale, assuming that the data set is able to represent the general precipitation features of the area.
As this study focusses on the applicability of gridded precipitation products as meteorological input for hydrological models, it is important to assess not only their climatology, but also evaluate their performance on daily time steps. Therefore, three indicators were presented, focusing on potential impacts on low and high flows, as well as the occurrence of high precipitation events. The results presented in this study indicated strong differences in the number of consecutive dry (CDD) and wet days (CWD), and the contribution of heavy precipitation to the annual precipitation (R95pTOT). For the reanalysis data sets, the results highlight a higher contribution of low but steady precipitation events resulting in a lower R95pTOT, more CWD, and less CDD. These precipitation characteristics highly impact potential hydrological modeling, as steady moderate rainfall events infiltrates in the soil and will be available for plants, whereas higher intensity events of the same total amount might lead to flooding, and to eventually lower soil moistures [61] . Additionally, there is a higher sensitivity of flood response to temporal than spatial variability [8] . The sensitivity for discharge response to the spatial resolution of the rainfall event over smaller catchments is low, and the impact only moderate over large catchments [62] . The differences in the length of the dry spells is particularly important for low flows [63] which are of interest, especially for the southern part of the Adige catchment, and the agricultural areas that are characterized by irrigation, and affected by seasonal water scarcity [37] .
As observational data sets are prone to undercatch and measurement errors, which are amplified in winter [24, 25] , and the location and density of precipitation stations [21] it is obvious that these data sets have large uncertainties, especially in the higher elevations where station density is low, or no stations are present at all. To bridge this gap, (regional) reanalysis data sets show great potential [50] , and should therefore be included in the analysis to find the best possible reference precipitation. Although the remote sensing data set did not perform acceptably over this catchment, it is still important not to neglect these data sets and include them in the selection process. Similar to climate impact assessment studies and confirming recent findings [50] , an ensemble approach is presented and recommended in this study to derive a more robust precipitation data set. This will help to overcome the issues with observations, especially over complex topography, and to quantify and reduce the related uncertainties. Nevertheless, the recent study highlights the importance of detecting data sets that show high deviations on the catchment scale, and exclude them from the ensemble. This is not proposed to reduce the ensemble spread, but rather is based on a careful selection process. As presented, a variety of indicators should be evaluated, and selected specifically for the desired application, to identify data sets that are not capable of reproducing the given conditions in a specific area or catchment. The data sets excluded from the ensemble all showed clear mismatches with not only the reference grid, but also the rest of the ensemble, and could therefore be excluded from the ensemble. Additionally, a more dense station network is required, also in the higher elevations, to reduce the uncertainties in the observational data sets. This is especially crucial for the alpine areas in the northern parts of the catchment that are characterized by complex topography. It must be highlighted, that the selection of data sets is highly dependent on the region and hardly transferable to other regions and climate zones. The final ensemble mean now provides a robust basis for further activities such as hydrological modeling, climate model selection, and potentially for bias correction of climate model data.
